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Content

• Perceptron & Activation Functions Overview
• Adagrad 
• More about Regularization 
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Part 1: Perceptron & Act. Fns.
and the intuition
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Intro to Perceptron

• Our lecture slides have some good content, but let’s 
discuss some roadmaps & high level intuition stuff!

• https://www.seas.upenn.edu/~cis519/fall2020/assets/lectures
/lecture-4/Lecture4-online.pdf  (Page 50 …)

https://www.seas.upenn.edu/~cis519/fall2020/assets/lectures/lecture-4/Lecture4-online.pdf
https://www.seas.upenn.edu/~cis519/fall2020/assets/lectures/lecture-4/Lecture4-online.pdf
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Intro to Perceptron

https://towardsdatascience.com/what-the-hell-is-perceptron-626217814f53
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Activation Functions - Overview

https://www.analyticssteps.com/blogs/7-types-activation-functions-neural-network

- Great read! I definitely recommend trying these out in later HWs!

• Most crucial part of every neural network :

https://www.analyticssteps.com/blogs/7-types-activation-functions-neural-network
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Part 2: Adagrad
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What is Adagrad?

- tuning a fix learning rate is tricky
- adaptively scaled the learning rate for each dimension base 

on historical information
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Conditional Probability
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Recap on SGD/Gradient Descent
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Gradient Update
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Now! Learning rate!
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Why Adagrad?

Advantages of Using AdaGrad
● it eliminates the need to manually tune the learning rate
● convergence is faster and more reliable – than simple SGD when the scaling of the 

weights is unequal
● It is not very sensitive to the size of the master step

Overview of Gradient Descent Based Optimization Algorithm:
https://ruder.io/optimizing-gradient-descent/

https://ruder.io/optimizing-gradient-descent/
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Tips for hw

1. separately update w and theta
2. keep track of G for wi and H for theta
3. use sqrt sum of G / H to update learning rate 
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Part 3: Regularization
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Why Regularization?

- avoid overfitting
- more robust to noise
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The Key Ideas

- want to somehow regularize or shrink coefficient (w) 
towards zero

- In other words, this technique discourages learning a more 
complex or flexible model, so as to avoid the risk of 
overfitting
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Mathematically

Loss: Regularization:

L2:

L1:
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Difference between L1 & L2 Regularization

L2:L1:
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Choose which?

L1:

- penalizes sum of absolute value of weights.
- has a sparse solution
- multiple solutions
- has built in feature selection
- robust to outliers
- generates model that are simple and 

interpretable but cannot learn complex 
patterns

L2: 

- penalizes sum of square weights.
- has a non sparse solution
- has one solution
- has no feature selection
- is not robust to outliers
- better prediction when output variable is a 

function of all input features
- is able to learn complex data patterns
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Playground
https://developers.google.com/machine-lear
ning/crash-course/regularization-for-simplicit
y/playground-exercise-examining-l2-regulari
zation


